ABSTRACT

Feriani Pauweni: “Conflict in Nicholas Spark’s A Walk to Remember”

This research is aimed at getting the description of Landon’s conflict in A Walk to Remember novel written by Nicholas Spark’s. The method used is descriptive method. The source of the data is uses the primary data and secondary data. The data are analyzed by identify the Landon character of conflict in A Walk to Remember novel, categorize Landon statement that describe from the conflict. And then interpret the Landon character. And the last, this research found two kinds conflict they are internal conflict and external conflict in A Walk to Remember novel. In the internal conflict, when Landon faced two choices that she did not want is taking of his friend because they do not have a partner. In external conflict, when Landon who argued with Jamie, Landon loved Jamie but Jamie didn’t want, because Jamie just want Landon and her friends only.
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